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Now we continue with our next presentation. So far, you have seen that
we have challenging issues to understand our pricing strategies and
innovation processes. We have seen that moving up in the supply chain
is also a way to become more effective. In order to do all of this, we need
people and talents. So now Dr. Alexander Arcache will speak to us about
talent management. Alexander has a business administration educational
background and a Ph.D. in Applied Economics. He is with
McKinsey&Company working in business support functions, optimizing
back-offices and procurement as well as human resources functions. He
is currently an associate principal based in Munich, Germany. Alexander
please go ahead with your presentation.
Dr. Alexander Arcache
As you have heard in the last presentations, you can improve innovation,
you can improve the supply chain, but I think, for all of that you need the
right talents. The question then is, how can you acquire talents and how
can you develop talents.
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Are employees really important?

Let’s have a look at this small cartoon. For those of you who can’t read it,
I give you the working: The guy says: We always thought that employees
are the most valuable asset, but then it turns out that it only comes out at
place number 9, because carbon paper is in place number 8.
This is a little bit of a surprise. I hope that none of you think that talent
comes in at 9th place.
Let’s discuss this in more detail. I actually want to introduce you to the
relevance of talent management. I will do that not in a fuzzy way, but very
concrete way. We will all come to understand it to be a kind of operation
and science which you need to operate.
Afterwards, I will describe the key elements of talent management, what
actually is talent management. Then, in some areas we take some “deep
dives” to capture how to go about it and how to deal with it.
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Talent Management is a highly relevant
topic to CEOs …
Talent management ratings
Strategic priorities for CEOs,
Survey results

Constraints on growth*
Percent of respondents indicating
factors as 'significant' or 'very significant'

I

Profitable growth

I

Competitive environment

II

Corporate governance and management ethics

II

Cost/availability of talent

III

Next generation talent base

III

Increasingly sophisticated
consumers

IV

Substitutions/innovations
by competitors

V

Excessive regulations

IV Social liabilities

V

New organisational capabilities

77

73

64

60

52

* All data weighted by GDP of constituent countries to adjust for differences in response rates from various regions
Source: McKinsey Quarterly survey of 9,346 global business executives

Is talent management on top of your priority list? There was a survey
done by MIT Sloane School of Management. They asked CEOs across
the industry: What is your key strategic priority? Most important is profit
growth, but already in third place we see the next generation talent base.
Then we asked them: What are your key constraints, when talking about
growth? The first answer was competitive environment, but the second
one was the cost and availability of talent. So you can see that talent
does play an important role and it should be a key priority for you, too.
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CLIENT EXAMPLE

… and has substantial financial impact
Evaluation of leadership and commitment*
Index leadership quality

Return on sales
Percent
9.6

90
80

Group 1

70
60
50

Group 2

40
30

-0.1

20
10
0
0

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Commitment*

Group 1
Best
quartile

Group 2
Worst
quartile

On regarding evaluation
of leadership and
commitment

Additional qualitative impact at
client site
> Higher internal
staffing ratio
> Increased
motivation and
retention of
staff
> Transparency
over high
potentials and
successor
candidates

* Commitment with job and company
Source: McKinsey

Then we analyzed companies for their corporate success. What you see
here on the left side is a graph that displays leadership and commitment.
The ones which were very good at it, and of course there were various
components behind it, are shown in green color.
Then we looked at the profitability of those companies. There is a clear
correlation between commitment, talent and profitability. That is why we
believe that investing in talent is a key priority for any industry and,
hence, for yours.
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Talents have to be developed – Definition
Talent Management
Top
team

Lead
ersh
ip

benc
h

Senior
executives
Executives

Top

Managers

Employees

Talent Management means
> Recruitment of top talents, their development, to
challenge and to retain the top talent, to safeguard highest leadership qualities at every level
of the company
> The search for employees with greatest potential,
to provide a pool of potential successors to
pivotal jobs
> Management of talents, to maximize value for the
company
Talent Management means not
> To focus on training only of the senior executives
of the company
> To train and develop all employees
> To develop IT systems
> To introduce evaluation and compensation
systems for employees and management

Source: McKinsey

Selected key challenges of the
Cablemakers Industry related to
Talent Management

NOT EXHAUSTIVE

1. Moving from commodities to solution businesses – need to
develop the established workforce used to very traditional
business models
2. Manage the transformation from engineer's businesses to
being business oriented companies
3. Manage re-organizations and change from local for local to
more networked, yet decentralized businesses creates
need for new roles
4. Create an employer brand that is able to attract the right
talent from existing and new sources
5. Need to move from offering positions to providing career
paths
6. Talent Management needs to be closely linked to strategic
needs – affordability is an issue

Source: McKinsey Talent Management in Banking Initiative
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All of the barriers to effective talent
management could be addressed through
better design, strategy and implementation
Top barriers to talent management
Percent
1 Senior managers don't spend enough
high quality time on talent management

"Our senior executive team does not spend
enough high-quality time on the people agenda
because we are a results rather than peopleoriented company."
– Senior manager, Telco, Europe

58

2 Line managers are unwilling to differentiate their people as top, average and
underperformers

53

3 Organization is 'siloed' and does not
encourage constructive collaboration/
sharing of resources

52

4 Line managers are not sufficiently
committed to people development

51

5 Senior leaders in the organization do
not align talent management strategy
with the business strategy

"We would add more value if we were able to
work more efficiently together."
– CEO, Financial Institution, NA
"Talent management is still being viewed as
something done in isolation. We talk about the
business and talk about talent management but
we don't try to align the two."
– HR manager, NA

48

6 Line managers do not effectively
address (chronic) underperformance

"In our succession plan we just look to our
'usual suspects'. Each division could do a
better job – maybe down to the top 1,000 to
1,500. This could enable us to discover more of
the 'gems'."
– HR manager, FIG, NA

46

7 Succession planning and/or resource
allocation processes are not rigorous
enough to match the right people to roles

38

Source: Interviews (n = 57 people at 32 organizations), McKinsey

Talent Management comprises 3 levels
Integrated talent management framework
Levels

Components

Strategy

Strategy
Design

> Internal and external context
> Talent Management strategy
> Competency/value model
I

IV
I

Engage

Acquire

Implementation

Design

III
Develop &
rotate

II
Review &
retain

Acquire
> Definition of required talent type and
quantitative planning
> Employer Branding
> Recruitment, selection, and integration
processes

II Review & retain
> Target setting and review
> Talent review and performance calibration
> Rewards and consequences
III Develop & rotate
> Systematic individual development
> Formal training programs and corporate academy
> Succession planning for pivotal roles
> Job rotation and mobility
IV Engage
> Top team/leadership circles
> Creation of networks between employees
> Knowledge management

Implementation

> Organization, IT support and controlling (input, output
and results)
> Integration into company calendar
> Top-team alignment and cultural change

Source: McKinsey
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Strategy: The strategy should be translated
into concrete objectives with tangible
elements
Context and strategy – objectives example
Core
objectives

CLIENT EXAMPLE

Elements

> Pay for performance – differentiate by performance
Strengthen exceptional
performance aspirations

Enhance opportunities
for further crossfunctional development

in salary adjustments, bonuses, and incentives

> Entrepreneurship – strengthen ownership of
allocated tasks

> Leadership – strengthen management behavior
> Development – optimal development in current job
> Opportunities – enhance opportunities for employees
to grow into other positions

> Integration – intensify cross-functional collaboration
and mobility

Simplify systems and
processes

> Focus – focus on what really matters
> Simplicity – easier-to-use tools
> Transparency – transparent processes and instruments
As the business models for the Cabling Industry
change from commodities to solutions, companies
need to rethink TM objectives and elements

Source: Integrated Talent Management Initiative

What does the above-mentioned talent management mean for the talent
strategy? Let us look at an example: We want to strengthen exceptional
performance. How does that translate into concrete elements in your
talent management? It means you have to make sure to really pay for
performance. What we see very often is that we have strong
performance aspirations but companies don‘t pay for performance or they
don‘t differentiate enough. You see 20% difference between the top and
low performer. Is that enough? What do you think?
You must have a business strategy, translate it into very concrete
elements of a talent management strategy and then put actions behind it.
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Acquire: Lifestyle is an important factor in
career choice for the next generation of
talent
Expectations of graduates for their future place of work*
Percent of those surveyed**
93

Interesting work content

86

Recognition of own performance
Work/life balance

82

Development opportunities for own personality

81

Opportunities for further education

81

Independent work

80

Compatibility of career and family

79

"

73

Job security
Responsibility/management position
International contacts
High income
High regard/prestige of profession or position

Businesses need to be
24/7… individuals don't"
– Ann Mulcahy,
CEO, Xerox

55

What are the expectations of your
53 (new) target groups and which of
them do you meet? Flat structures
42
and global footprints provide
27
opportunities for entrepreneurialism.
Is that enough?

* Survey "Young Elite" of 1,072 students about to finish their degrees
** Persons surveyed who regarded the respective aspect as being "very important" or "important"
Source: Psephos, Manager Magazine, McKinsey

Having defined your strategy, now you need to move into acquisition.
Let‘s say you want to grow in the developing markets. How do you
actually acquire the right talents? Do you know exactly what the talents
which you want to acquire for your company expect from you?
On the bottom right you can see some comments on this point. In an
interview one executive told me: We have a flat structure and a global
footprint and therefore we have a lot of entrepreneurial opportunities for
the people who want to work with us. I asked him: But are you sure that
is exactly what the people you want to acquire also want? Is that what
they are looking for?
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Acquire: Today's talent demand more
flexible work practices and work/life balance
solutions
Description of company’s measures – not a question of size
> Optional 8-week sabbatical for all employees after 7 years of service
> Potential to add 3 - 4 weeks of vacation to the sabbatical
> Seen as a way to reverse the dip in productivity experienced roughly around
the 7-year mark
> Sequential time off program (STOP)
> Allows employees to stop working for short time periods (2–3 months)
during slower times, e.g., pre-tax season, while receive partial pay
and benefits

> Voluntary leave programme
> Employees can apply for a full-paid leave of up to 4 months to work in the
community, e.g., a school or a non-profit organization

> Divided key position of managing editor into 3 jobs to minimize demands
on job holders and respond to increasing demands/ complexity ("the job
was just too big for one person")
Source: Literature search

Here you can see an example of business tools. There has been quite a
change over the last years. The work/life balance has become an
enormously important element.
How do you react to those needs of the talents, you want to acquire?
How do you set your business strategy in a way that you can really get
these people you want? Here are some examples of other companies
outside of your industry.
Understanding what the needs of your target group during the
acquisition stage is and translating those needs into employee value
propositions is the challenge which you must meet in order to get your
talents.
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Acquire – An effective attraction of talent
requires a smart selection of tools
BUSINESS STUDENTS

Percent

Strongest influencers of my
opinion about potential
employees are …

Internships
Student projects/master thesis
Corporate presentations
Information material Internet
Holiday jobs
Employment ads Internet
Corporate contact fairs
Job fairs
Employments ads newspaper
Recruitment workshops
Information in newspapers
Corporate lectures
Information brochure
Posters in universities
Corporate visits/tours
Case studies for students
Scholarships

As information sources
I would consider …

65
52
34
49
30
48
29
47
23
46
22
41
22
40
20
19
39
36
18
18
35
34
15
13
34
12
25
25
12
25
10 As the cabling industry does not attract
abundant pools of talent – do you
8
18 chose
your sourcing weapons effectively?

81

Source: Client's Personnel Marketing Germany

Understanding that the cabling industry does not attract an abundant pool
of talents, because it is not a sexy industry, means that you must
effectively invest in the right areas to attract talents. Here you can see
many tools for a smart selection of talents. This list mainly contains tools
for business students.
The message here is, that you should develop an analytic approach to
acquire the talents you need to have. As you have limited resources for
acquiring those talents make sure that you do it effectively.
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Review and retain: Review and retain
comprises 3 levels

CLIENT EXAMPLE

Typical challenges questions

Steps
Performance calibration

Collective targets
Individual targets
Offset factor (What?)

Potential and development

Classification of talents
High
Good
perperformer
former
Performance

Low
performer

Performer
Group

Bonus

High

Stretch

Good

Fit

Grow

Move

Improve

Low

Overall target fulfilment
Consequences/actions
> Allocate bonus based on overall
target fulfilment

Are targets
monitored, do they
differentiate and are
they stretching?

Jump

No
3
2
1

Yes

Potential?

Competency
1 2 3
Consequences/actions
> Define performer groups
> Adjust salary
> Adjust incentive

Is the performance evaluation
transparent and
compatible across
BUs?

Name:

Posit ion/ Funktion:

SGF/ Bereich:
Vorgesetzt er:

Zeit in Posit ion:

Zielerreichung über die letzten drei Jahre

Pot enzial

Gesamtzielerreichun g
High

Vorvorjahr

Vorjahr

Kompet enzbewert ung


Kundenorientierung



Strategische Orientierung/
Unternehmertum



Führung



Effizienz

Untererfüllt

Aktuelles Jahr

Gut

Übererfüllt

Stretch

Jump

Solid

Fit

Grow

Low

Move

Improve

Nein

Ja

Potenzial?

MAB-Werte, 360° Feedback etc.
Ergebnisse Management Appraisal

Gesamt kom petenzbewert ung
Individuelle Aspirat ionen
(Position, Zeit, Funktion)

Skills, St ärken, Erfahrungen
…


Int eresse an Mobilit ät
Sucht aktiv andere Positionen
auch im Ausland
Wäre bereit zu wechseln
Nicht interessiert

Empfehlungen vom let zten PPR (Potenzial Position, Zeit, Funktion)

Consequences/actions
> Decide on promotions/
candidates
> Identify groups for development
discussions (Stretch/Grow/
Improve)
> Identify development measures

Are consequences
and development
actions clearly
linked to results?

Source: McKinsey

Now, let‘s talk about review and retain. In the 3 green circles on the
bottom of the slide there are 3 messages: First one: Are the targets, you
put out there, monitored? Do they differentiate and are they stretching?
Second question: Is the performance evaluation transparent and
compatible across business units (BU)? It is not possible that one BU
has all the top performers according to the record of evaluations and
another one has none, even though the people are as good.
The third one: Are the consequences and development actions clearly
linked to the results? If you have great stretched goals but no
consequences, your talent management is worth nothing.
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Review and retain – Despite continuous
monitoring of target agreements, trend
toward high target achievement levels of
over 100%
Results of target agreement process
Monitoring of target agreements ...
Share of benchmark companies, percent
Not available
Partly available
Process/tool
established
Mature
Rigorously/intensively
applied

0

Problem areas
> Planning aspiration
level

20
0
40
40

> Timing/possibility of
mid-year target
adjustments

... and average rate of target
achievement
Percent
Company C
Company O
Company E
Company R
Company F
Company B

> Evaluation of
qualitative targets

Uniformly high maturity level in monitoring
of target agreements

80
100
110
120
125
130
111

> High fluctuations in average target
achievement
> Many benchmark companies regularly
achieve more than 100%

Source: McKinsey

We talked to a number of companies and we found that more than 80%
of these companies had target agreements. But when you look at the
right hand side, in most of the companies the target achievement was
100% or higher.
Generally, that means that you do not have stretched targets. This
includes poorly planned aspiration targets and inadequate timing and/or
mid-year adjustments.
Only when you have the proper targets in place, is it possible to assure
differentiated results.
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Review and retain: The discussion of
potential and development has to be
directly linked to actions

CLIENT EXAMPLE

Total performance groups (what and how)
(distribution recommendation)
Action plan

>
>
>
>

Action plan

Loyalty/retention
Individual development
Projects
…

High
(20%)

Individual development
(less specific/on a wide
base)

Good
(60%)

Find more fitting position
(relocation,
outplacement)

Low
(20%)

Stretch

Immediate potential
for next complexity
level?

Fit

Early potential
for next complexity
level?

Move

Potential for
improvement at
current level?

No

Yes

Jump
Jump

> Search for new position
> Networking
> If necessary individual
development
> …

Grow
Grow

> Individual development
(if necessary in
exceptional cases also
succession)
> Projects
> On-the-job challenges
> …

As the cabling industry changes the
>business,
Individual development
Improve
way of doing
do you have
> Specific activities for
concrete (individual)
plans in place
improvement
develop your >people
based on
…
performance? Do you provide career
tracks for your people that are based
on reviews?

Source: Interviews, McKinsey

Once you do have identified who are your real performers, what should
you do with them? For example, you have 60% good performers. You
should make an individual development plan. This is not just a task for
HR. It should also be done by the line managers, who are responsible
for those performers.
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Develop and rotate: Training on the
job and mentoring should be pushed
Examples and key learnings of development actions
Elements of
development

Training
off the job

Training
on the job

Share
of companies
Percent

20
40
40

55

24
7

22
Core
topics

Mentoring
Key learnings

6
17

> Target-group-specific
training
> Senior management as
trainers
> Action learning based
on concrete projects

Not available
Partly available
Process/tool established
Mature
Rigorously/
intensively
applied

29

20
20

> Clear importance
of on-the-job
training
recognized
> Enormous
expansion efforts,
especially job
rotation
> But: crossing
departmental
borders a key
problem

> Flexible job rotation in
> Target-groupthe whole group
specific
> Staffing on challenging
mentoring
jobs
program
> Especially to develop
Results
of "War for Talents" :
jobs
Training on the job linked to
feedback/coaching offers highest
development potential

The next question is: How do you develop those performers? We see
that many of the companies, that we typically work with, have off-the-job
training. However, the fact of the matter is that on-the-job training is
much more effective for developing your people. But that is much harder
to implement. So, this is where it really becomes a challenge to translate
a good setup into real development measures for your employees.
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Develop and rotate: Benchmark companies
manage to grow and staff up to 95% of
required talent internally
Benchmark for in-house hire rates
Share of top management jobs filled with
in-house hires, percent
95

Problem areas in talent matching & mobility

Available
positions

Matching

Available
talents

90
90

> Only 22% of companies have a sophisticated job
rotation system throughout the group

80

> Over half the companies see optimization needs,
especially in

80

• Access to talents from divisions/departments

Results of "War for Talents":
Only 3% of senior managers believe
that their companies manage executive
succession effectively

• Requirement criteria for each management level
(skills model and formal requirements)
As affordability is an issue in the
cablemakers industry, how well do
you perform in in-house hiring instead
of costly external recruiting?

Source: Interviews, McKinsey

The consequence of doing proper talent development comes into play
when you look at a couple of good performers. Up to 95% of talent is
recruited internally in some of the best practice companies. It means,
lower cost compared to recruiting from outside and more people, who
are tuned to the culture of your company.
Finally, talking about implementation of talent management, you can
also measure it. If you go through the various steps of talent
management, you want to set up the right indicators to measure how
you are doing. For example, You need to know how many executives
are in critical positions, in order to make the correlated development
plans. Or if somebody leaves the company, you must be able to identify
a successor.
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Develop and rotate: Matching critical jobs
with best people diagram
Succession & mobility – tools example
Critical jobs

Performance evaluation

Performance Grid

Top
Performer
Dept.
Mgr C
Dept,
manager A

High

Solid

Dept. Mgr. B
Dept. Mgr. D

Low

Matching

Low performer

Highly critical position
Critical position
Not-too critical position

> Are all pivotal jobs
filled with top
performers?
> Where are obvious
misplacements that
ought to be corrected?

Low performer
Low

High performer
Solid performer

Solid

High

> Which people ought to
be developed further
to better fill the
positions?

Competency evaluation

Implementation: Recording and
benchmarking TM indicators
Area

Indicators frequently applied successfully

Development and
succession
planning

>Executives in critical positions for who individual development plan
is developed:
>Typical # of succession candidates per critical position:
>Critical positions staffed internally:

>Company's rank in employer rankings:
>Applicants (overall) accepting an offer from the company:
>Typical time (from application to offer) to hire external candidates:

External
recruiting

>Annual unwanted attrition among critical position holders:
>Newly hired executives leaving company within 1st year:
>Overall satisfaction among talent pool executives:
>Difference of total compensation between highest and medium
performer:

Retention

Source: McKinsey
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Implementation: CEO role-modeling is the
decisive lever for successful management

Focus

Levers for cultural change
Role modeling
> CEO invests 50% of his/her
time in people development

Fostering understanding and conviction
> Celebrating values day
> Spontaneous rewards for
exceptional performance

> Champions act as role models for
peers (e.g., black belts in 6 S)

> Key figures and customer
survey published internally

> CEO plays active role in recruiting

> Inspirational branding and
communication
Talent
Management

Developing talent and skills

Telekom
===!"§Deutsche

Reinforcing with formal mechanisms

> "Comfort zones" prevented with
help of rapid job rotation

> Forced ranking for all
employees

> Cafeteria system for
development

> Sanctions for late target
setting

> Cascading management
development workshops

> Mandatory 360° feedback

Telekom
===!"§Deutsche

Source: Interviews, McKinsey

Implementation: In executive management
benchmark cases, CEOs dedicate 30% of their time
to core executive management activities
CEO time commitment and examples of involvement
Time commitment (CEO)
Benchmarking cluster average,
percent
30

Stars

10

Performers

Beginners

5

"Executive management can
only prove successful if it is
taken seriously and exemplified
by the chairman of the board"
Company

Examples of CEO involvement in core processes
Performance management
> CEO supervises top-management objectives and
specifies aspiration levels
> Commitment to conducting ranking ensured by presence
of senior management
> Transparency regarding positive/negative performances
based on intranet "publication"
Talent management
> CEO participation in reviews/succession planning down to
second-level of divisions (300 executives)
> CEO/senior management works closely with high
potentials
on real-life projects to get to know them
> CEO/senior management role-models the culture of job
rotation/strong involvement in training

Source: Interviews, McKinsey
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Overall, to make Talent Management
succeed, you should adhere to 7 principles
1. Not quantity of instruments, but quality of execution is key: first use existing
systems, focus on quick wins, then this will create pull for more
2. More data will not (necessarily) improve it: to interpret existing data with the right
mindset will have a great impact
3. Link Talent Management into your business: identify key drivers, assign
overarching responsibilities, integrate existing ones
4. Talent Management is about knowing who in the organization is successful and
why: it is not simply agreeing on a leadership model
5. Don't delegate Talent Management to HR: talent development is owned by the
leadership; start at the top, let HR be the "neutral broker"
6. Learning on the job is key: it is not about training, but about creating the space to
develop; identify the right positions for the best people
7. "People are different" as a fundamental belief: there are talented people who
deserve to be developed and rewarded

Source: McKinsey Talent Management in Banking Initiative

Here you can see, what we believe, to be the principles of talent
management.
Thank you very much for your attention!
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